The anti-fatigue effects of the low-molecular-weight fraction of bonito extract in mice.
Bonito extract (BE), a hot-water extract of bonito muscle, has traditionally been considered as a folk remedy for fatigue. In this study we investigated the effects of BE on physical fatigue. BE was divided into, high, mid, and low-molecular-weight fractions (LMF), to explore the effectiveness of BE compounds. The swimming times to exhaustion of mice administered 0.86 g/kg BE and those administered 0.86 g/kg LMF were significantly longer than those of the vehicle-treated mice in a forced swimming model, indicating that BE possesses an anti-fatigue effect and that the LMF contributes to this effect. The LMF was also confirmed to aid the recovery of locomotor activity after physical fatigue in a forced walking model. We also examined respiratory gas levels and found that oxygen consumption and lipid oxidation were significantly greater in the group administered LMF than in the vehicle group, indicating that LMF promotes the utilization of fatty acids as an energy source. To elucidate why the mice administered LMF showed an anti-fatigue effect, we evaluated metabolic variables during exercise. The concentrations of nonesterified fatty acids and ketone bodies were higher, whereas serum and muscle lactic acid levels were lower in the mice administered LMF than in those in the vehicle group after the start of swimming. When the results were taken as a group they indicated that the effect of BE administration on improving endurance capacity was mediated, at least partly, by an increased utilization of lipids as a source of energy during exercise.